Does shared space lead to more communication in cyclists?
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Issue: Shared Space, coined by Hans Monderman, comprises a design procedure for the (built) environment that involves all stake holding participants. It results in a traffic environment that is to be used by all traffic modes, without particular designated places in the traffic space and without the traditional environmental elements such as traffic lights, signs, curbs and sidewalks. One of the basic assumptions is that traffic participants will engage in more mutual communicative behaviours to make their intentions clear, since the environment does present hardly any formal traffic information (Hamilton-Baillie, 2008).

Question: does a shared-space area lead to more mutual communicative behaviours? The question is geared to cyclists since their communicative behaviours are easily observed.

Method: two traditional intersections, one regulated with priority signs and one not-regulated, and a shared-space area were selected to observe passing cyclists – see figures 1, 2 and 3. On each location about 300 cyclists were observed, and their behaviours were categorized and counted. Furthermore, gender was scored and age was estimated and classified as young, middle-aged and elderly. The dependent variable per individual was the number of behaviours in three classes: formal (1: bell ringing, giving a direction signal by sticking out an arm or a hand), informal (2: verbal contact, eye contact, gestural contact) and other (3: looking, back, looking side wards, looking to another direction, changing speed, pre-sorting, other).

Results: Figure 4 shows the results, which were concentrated on the effects of location. The original BSc-theses upon which these results are based, are available on request.

The average number of observed communicative behaviours per subject was highest in the Shared-Space area, compared to the two other, traditional intersections; the two traditional intersections did not differ. Looking at the type of communications: cyclists showed more formal and more other types of communications in a Shared-Space area than in the two traditional environments, but no more or even less informal communications.

Conclusion: The assumption that in a Shared-Space area more communicative behaviour takes place than in traditionally laid-out environments, was supported in this study. Whether this will lead to safer traffic has to be established yet, since for the chosen traditional locations no reliable accident data were available.
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